Our brand-new Spring Perma-Picks Catalog, packed with hundreds of new titles
for 2019, is now available in print and online!
Perma-Picks showcases the latest and greatest K-12 titles from Perma-Bound.
We've put together a stellar collection that includes the most recent starred and
notable titles from respected reviewing agencies, as well as the latest
installments of popular series.
Sections include Starred Reviews, New & Notables, Additions to Series, Social
Studies, Arts & Literature, Science & Math, Spanish & Bilingual, and Reference-so you're sure to find the best of the best! Plus, many Perma-Picks titles dovetail
with state standards and STEAM curriculum guidelines.

What makes good character? These Blastoff! Readers series from Bellwether
present good character-building skills at a young age and highlight important
women leaders who exemplify strong character while paving the way to success.
Women Leading the Way
Extraordinary women are changing the world by shaping the way we think about
science, business, design, politics, and more! In this biography series for early
readers, leveled text and photo labels provide clarity to learning while a
variety of learning tools like timelines, biographical profiles, maps, and quotes
highlight these remarkable women at the forefront of their fields.
Character Education
Kindness, honesty, respect, and responsibility: we value all these traits in

ourselves and in others. In this series, second-person opening narratives place
readers into relevant situations while photo labels, picture glossaries, and
compare/contrast info-graphics help educate readers on recognizing good
character-and how to use it in their everyday lives.

Elementary
Found.
by Jeff Newman
RL WL IL P-2
Jenn's beloved dog was lost sometime ago. Long
enough that she has given up the search. But she
still misses her friend. One day she finds a lost
dog. She takes him in and despite a rocky start,
she grows to love him. Until she spots his picture
on a missing poster. His name is Roscoe, and
he's someone else's best friend. Jenn knows she
should return Roscoe, but she really doesn't want
to. Will Jenn do the right thing? Or will she keep
this new dog she's grown to love so much?

Middle School
The Storyteller
(Sea Of Ink And Gold, Book 3)
by Traci Chee
RL 5.0 IL 7-12
Sefia is determined to keep Archer out of the
Guard's clutches and their plans for war between the
Five Kingdoms. But escaping the Guard and the
Book's prophecy is no easy task. After all, what is
written always comes to pass.

Track this popular series in

High School
Swing
by Kwame Alexander
RL 7.0 IL 9-12
When Noah finds old love letters, he and his best friend,
Walt, hatch a plan to woo Noah's crush Sam; but the
letters happen to change everything between Noah and
Walt.

In Marvel's recently released animated movie, Spider-man: Into the SpiderVerse, everyone's favorite web-slinging outsider takes his fight against crime
from his beloved city into the multiverse! Grab readers with these great tie-in
titles from Perma-Bound.

Don't miss our

Countdown to the
2019 ALA Awards!

